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Rational inference strategies 
and the genesis of polarization 
and extremism
Peter D. Kvam1*, Abhay Alaukik1, Callie E. Mims2, Arina Martemyanova1 & 
Matthew Baldwin1

Polarization and extremism are often viewed as the product of psychological biases or social 
influences, yet they still occur in the absence of any bias or irrational thinking. We show that individual 
decision-makers implementing optimal dynamic decision strategies will become polarized, forming 
extreme views relative to the true information in their environment by virtue of how they sample 
new information. Extreme evidence enables decision makers to stop considering new information, 
whereas weak or moderate evidence is unlikely to trigger a decision and is thus under-sampled. We 
show that this information polarization effect arises empirically across choice domains including 
politically-charged, affect-rich and affect-poor, and simple perceptual decisions. However, this effect 
can be disincentivized by asking participants to make a judgment about the difference between two 
options (estimation) rather than deciding. We experimentally test this intervention by manipulating 
participants’ inference goals (decision vs inference) in an information sampling task. We show that 
participants in the estimation condition collect more information, hold less extreme views, and are 
less polarized than those in the decision condition. Estimation goals therefore offer a theoretically-
motivated intervention that could be used to alleviate polarization and extremism in situations where 
people traditionally intend to decide.

Attitudes toward crucial economic, environmental, and social policies are becoming increasingly  polarized1,2. 
Extreme, and polarized views that are exacerbated by social and motivational forces can lead to civil unrest and 
 violence3. Meanwhile, polarization and extremism have begun to manifest more frequently beyond the politi-
cal sphere, extending to divisions and conflict among juries, boardrooms, religious organizations, nonpartisan 
 commissions4, sports, and even consumer product brands (Apple vs Google, car brands, or the “console wars”)5. 
Even in entirely mundane decisions about perceptual stimuli without any political charge, opinions can become 
 polarized6. We often have little choice in the matter: Individuals’ efforts and intentions to avoid forming extreme 
or polarized views can be rendered ineffective in the face of social and persuasive processes that exacerbate dif-
ferences in opinion among  groups7.

Polarization and extremism may not be so concerning if there were an easy solution to reversing their effects 
on cognition and behavior. Once it has set in, polarization distorts our view of the world and the way we consider 
new information, causing us to seek out confirming  evidence8–10 both because confirming information is pleasur-
able and because it is felt to be more valuable than disconfirming  information11. Managing the dissonance that 
arises from exposure to counter-attitudinal information leads to greater polarization, as decision makers with 
opposing attitudes begin to deal in extremes. Common ground is lost as information is selected not to inform 
but rather to reinforce negative attitudes toward one’s  opponents12,13. In concert with these confirmation biases, 
people also strive to disconfirm information that is not in line with their existing  beliefs14. In terms of reasoning, 
this can be perfectly rational: Bayesian reasoning prescribes that we should not ignore our prior beliefs when 
forming new ones, even when processing counter-attitudinal  information15. However, prior beliefs or expecta-
tions can affect how people interpret new information, resulting in them taking more extreme positions or form-
ing more extreme beliefs in light of information that conflicts with their existing  beliefs14,16–18. People engage in 
motivated reasoning and belief revision driven by a desire to form beliefs that align with  others19 and the utilities 
associated with holding and maintaining those  beliefs20. This is exacerbated by the patterns of behavior on social 
networks, where communication and network dynamics lead to increases in polarization and the creation of 
echo chambers among users who agree with one  another21–23. Attempts to reverse the process of polarization 
can even  backfire14,16,17, as experimental findings have shown that groups of US Twitter users on opposite sides 
of the political spectrum became more polarized when exposed to opposing political  views24.
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Considering how insidious polarization can be once it has taken root, it is critical to understand and pre-
vent the process of polarization at its source. In this paper, we seek to explain how individual-level cognitive 
mechanisms can create polarization in the first place, examining how people gather information as they consider 
new situations. Specifically, we evaluate how inference goals interact with decisions about when to continue or 
stop sampling information when choosing among  options25,26, and how different goals can create or ameliorate 
polarization at the genesis of new opinions or views. Computational modeling of these choice processes has 
revealed that individual-level decision dynamics are related to political beliefs and ideological preferences across 
a range of topics like authoritarianism and dogmatism, social dominance, and openness to opposing views more 
 generally27. Here, we go a step further to show that the very process of decision-making, even executed by a 
perfectly rational decision-maker, will create polarization and extreme views relative to the true information in 
the decision-maker’s environment. That is, rational individual decision-makers who try to make accurate and 
efficient choices will still become polarized and adopt extremist views. And although we build on work suggest-
ing that rational goals can create polarization in social communication and group  environments28,29, observing 
polarization in our findings would suggesting that rational individuals can form extreme and polarized views 
even in absence of communication or social pressure, in purely individual decisions, about relatively neutral 
and novel information ecologies.

If polarization is inevitable when making decisions, how can it be stopped? Fortunately, making a decision 
is not the only goal people can have when gathering new information. As opposed to determining which of 
two options is superior, one can evaluate or estimate their relative merit. Such a strategy incentivizes precision 
rather than discrimination, changing the conditions under which people stop sampling new  information26. As 
a result, changing the incentives or directions for a task to favor estimation may prevent people from forming 
polarized views in the first place. This shifts the target of polarization interventions to one of prevention, rather 
than treatment: Estimation incentives should keep people from ever becoming polarized or forming extreme 
views (relative to the true information “out there” in the world) in the first place. In the following sections, we 
outline the reasoning behind this kind of intervention and how it avoids polarization and extremism caused by 
decision goals, briefly note the results of a re-analysis of seven decision-making studies illustrating the prevalence 
of polarization, and introduce a new study where we manipulate the goals of information collection to reduce 
the extremeness and polarization of views people form.

The rational decision maker. Prior work often paints a picture of polarization as a phenomenon that 
arises from biases in information processing or belief  updating30,  motivation8,9, ingroup-outgroup  processes31,32, 
and media algorithms and  design33. Each of these explanations for polarization assumes that polarization 
emerges from bias or irrationality in the way decisions are made, while others explain how these beliefs can be 
propagated or exacerbated by rational reasoning based on already-polarized prior  beliefs14,16,17,27,34–37. While 
such biases or priors certainly perpetuate divisions between people and exacerbate the problem of extremism, 
they do not entirely explain the genesis of polarization and how similar people can wind up on opposite sides of 
an innocuous issue at the outset. In this paper, we suggest that polarization can be created on entirely novel issues 
from basic judgment and decision making processes themselves. Moreover, we argue that these processes can 
act independently of social forces, such as motivation or group-processes, and can lead to polarization even in 
the absence of initial biases or social interaction. To support this claim, we prove mathematically that decision-
makers will be biased toward extreme views when implementing optimal choice strategies aimed at maximizing 
decision quality and efficiency. This proof is provided in its completeness in the supplementary material, but we 
summarize it here.

When a decision maker is presented with a choice between two (or more) options, they must make a com-
promise between investing time on that decision and making a choice so that they can move on. Both time and 
belief accuracy bestow utility—the utility of making good (accurate) decisions is clear, but making a quick deci-
sion allows a decision-maker to proceed to the next choice, or move on to a task that they enjoy more than the 
choice. If a decision maker focuses purely on collecting information, they will never be able to stop and make a 
choice, whereas if they focus entirely on decision speed then they will have at-chance accuracy and make gener-
ally poor choices. Under the general framework of random walk/diffusion processes that are commonly used 
to describe and explain choice behavior in humans and other  animals38–40, the optimal trade-off is achieved by 
setting a pre-defined threshold that corresponds to the level of accuracy that the decision maker desires, and then 
gathering information until that threshold is  reached41,42. These models are based on the sequential probability 
ratio  test42,43, where a decision maker tracks the balance of support between two options and uses this balance to 
determine when to make a choice. As they get information favoring option A, they shift up toward the “Choose 
A” response boundary, as shown in Fig. 1. Similarly, as they get information favoring option B, they shift down 
toward the “Choose B” response boundary. Once they cross one boundary or the other, the corresponding alter-
native is chosen (see the supplement for a full mathematical proof and description of simulations).

This strategy is specifically optimal for maximizing reward rate, or the amount of rewards that a decision-
maker can accumulate per unit of time (seconds, minutes, days). There are slight modifications to the strategy, 
such as collapsing choice  boundaries44,45, that are made to adapt it to different environments, but all reward rate 
optimality models share the elements of (a) tracking the balance of support, (b) accumulating the relative bal-
ance to a threshold, and then (c) deciding when the balance crosses a boundary. However, as we illustrate below, 
these three elements lead decision-makers to a distorted view of the evidence in their environment despite the 
decision process being optimal.

This unintended outcome occurs because a decision-maker’s goal is not to gather a representative sample 
of information, but to tip the balance of information far enough in one direction to conclude A ≻ B or B ≻ A 
(where ≻ denotes a preference order or belief). That is, choice tasks will bias information samples in the direction 
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of the choice. On one hand, this is not so surprising, because we should expect people to have choice-consistent 
samples: Those who sample more of choice A information should choose option A. However, a deeper analysis 
reveals a surprising corollary to this expected pattern, namely, that the information sampled up to the point of 
choice is not representative of the true information in the world. Rather than mirroring the information in the 
environment (about choice A for instance), a decision-maker’s sampled information is more  extreme25,26. In other 
words, the goals of the decision-makers influence the final sample of information that they collect, creating an 
unrepresentative sample of information despite no inherent biases.

One explanation for why this occurs is because moderate information is not conducive to achieving an agent’s 
decision goals (to stop and support A ≻ B, or B ≻ A), while extreme information makes it easy to stop and select 
one option over the other. These ideas are illustrated in Fig. 1: Moderate information (pink) cannot tip the bal-
ance of evidence sufficiently toward one option or another to trigger a choice, while extreme information (red) 
is very likely to do so. As a result, people who have made a decision using a balance-of-evidence stopping rule 
will have a greater number of extreme information samples than the underlying distribution.

In addition to polarization, optimal decision strategies can create subgroups of highly polarized individuals 
whose information samples are at the extreme ends of the spectrum. When a person gathers a piece of strong 
information in their first sample, there is the chance that this is the only piece of information they need to con-
sider to make a choice. As a result, some individuals are likely to construct their views and make their decisions 
based on a minimal sample of particularly extreme information. In the simulations in the supplementary mate-
rial, we examine factors that exacerbate the problem of these “extremists” who gather very little information and 
yet hold much more extreme views than other decision makers. In general, these extremist decision makers tend 
to be implementing optimal strategies that place greater subjective value on time over new information relative to 
other decision makers, reflected in lower thresholds that generate fast but not necessarily accurate  responses46,47.

In the supplementary material, we provide a re-analysis of seven existing studies that allowed participants 
to make decisions by sampling information piece by piece over time. These studies show that the information 
participants consider is more extreme than the information naturally provided by their environment, lending 
credence to our prediction that decision-makers will become polarized. Furthermore, these studies show that the 
participants with the most extreme views are the same participants who sample the smallest amount of informa-
tion, showing that extremism can arise even on simple perceptual and preferential choices. But the emergence of 
polarization and extremism is not inevitable. In the next section we describe one way that the decision process 
can be manipulated to incentivize the sampling of more representative information from the world.

Interventions to reduce polarization. The seven re-analyzed studies illustrate that polarization and 
extremism both arise frequently around even mundane choices (numbers of dots, which posters/foods are best), 
and it may seem inevitable in all decisions. Fortunately, decision-making is not the only goal that people can 
pursue when making inferences. Strategies that are non-optimal for reward rate maximization, but satisfy other 
criteria, can be useful for reducing polarization among groups of people. For example, a strategy elicited by 
incentivizing estimation accuracy—where a person is asked to assess how much the information in their envi-
ronment favors one option relative to another—can lead participants to gather a distribution of information that 
is representative of the true information in the environment.

Some support for the efficacy of an estimation goal in reducing the sampling issues in decision making is 
provided by Coenen and  Gureckis26. They found that participants gathered largely representative samples while 
estimating relative strength of information, as opposed to a bimodal distribution of samples while choosing 
between two options. Model-based simulation results provide further evidence for its efficacy. As illustrated in 
Fig. 2, an optimal strategy for making an estimate (minimizing response time for a desired level of error) requires 
a participant (i.e., the judge) to continue sampling new information until a desired level of precision is achieved. 
This process involves collecting new information and shifting their estimate over time (blue line) until the error of 
their estimate of the mean (shaded blue area can correspond to standard error or posterior variance of the mean) 
falls below a criterion level. In this case, extreme information is counterproductive to making precise estimates 
because it fails to reduce the variance of a sample, and thus the posterior variance of the mean. Conversely, 
information that is close to the current posterior mean results in maximal reduction of the posterior variance 

Figure 1.  Illustration of how an unbiased distribution of information (left) becomes a polarized distribution 
(right) when fed through the decision process (middle). Because of an incentive to choose between options, 
moderate information—since it does not give credence to either options—gets discarded (middle).
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of the mean estimate. As a result, the judge is incentivized to gather more information to form an estimate after 
gathering extreme information, and incentivized to stop after gathering moderate information.

Following this optimal strategy, the distribution of sampled information across a population of decision 
makers (right side of Fig. 2) will correspond closely to the input distribution (left side of Fig. 2). Posing the 
task as an estimation problem can therefore be used as an effective manipulation that reduces polarization and 
extremism by bringing the evidence sample closer to the true information distribution. In this paper, we test 
the effectiveness of this intervention across multiple types of inference problems, encompassing both simple 
perceptual problems and more politically or affectively charged situations. In the next section, we introduce 
an experiment that examines these possibilities and explores the individual differences that drive or exacerbate 
polarization and extremism in some people.

Methods
All methods were carried out in accordance with relevant ethical guidelines and regulations. All experiments 
involving primary data were approved as exempt by the University of Florida Institutional Review Board 
(IRB202002176). These experiments were deemed to involve minimal risk to participants. Prior to completing 
the experiments, all participants were briefed on the study procedures and completed informed consent.

The experiments we present here were collected in two parts. An initial study collected data from 40 par-
ticipants in each condition, separately for the choice and estimation conditions. We then collected data from a 
preregistered replication, randomly assigning an additional 110 participants to either the choice or estimation 
condition. However, the behavioral data from these two stages of data collection were nearly identical. We 
therefore present them altogether here for the sake of brevity. The data files from the first stage of data collection 
(Stage 1) and from the preregistered replication (All Data) are both provided on the Open Science Framework 
at osf.io/jsb52, so readers can view and analyze the two data sets separately as they wish. The preregistration is 
available at osf.io/qfb6w.

Our initial re-analysis showed that choice tasks, by their very structure, lead to polarized and extreme infor-
mation sampling, even when applying rational and optimal sampling strategies. Moreover, our own simulations 
as well as work by previous  authors26 suggest that estimation tasks could serve as a solution to this problem by 
reducing the extent to which people make decisions on the basis of extreme information. We further elucidate 
these processes in a new study that allows us to test whether polarization arises naturally in new environments 
with politically and affectively charged decisions. By comparing decision and estimation conditions, we evalu-
ate whether estimation is a strategy that can alleviate polarization and extremism. The new study allows us to 
formalize our definitions of polarization and extremism (outlined below), and examine them as individual dif-
ferences that can be related to relevant psychological traits, such as dogmatism, need for structure, and other 
demographic  variables27. In the sections to follow, we detail each of these measures and examine their relationship 
to information sampling and individual-level metrics of polarization and extremism.

The structure of choice and estimation tasks were matched closely: In both conditions, corresponding sce-
narios were worded almost identically, the layout of the window was kept identical, and the sampling action 
(clicking on a button to collect information about Policy A vs. B) was kept the same as well. The key difference 
between the two conditions was in the way participants responded to each scenario. In the choice condition, they 
were asked to decide between two courses of action (“Select Policy A or Policy B”). In the estimation condition, 
they were asked to estimate the relative expected effect of implementing the two courses of action on a relevant 
criterion (rate how good is Policy A vs Policy B). This allowed us to directly compare patterns of information 
sampled in the choice and estimation conditions for every question that we asked.

Task and items. In both conditions, participants were first instructed to imagine that they had encountered 
an alien civilization seeking their advice on several of their planet’s pressing issues. The use of an “alien world” 
cover story is designed to minimize the influence of biases that participants might bring to each scenario and to 
make it clear to participants that they are gathering information with the goal of forming beliefs about an entirely 
new issue. The alien worlds paradigm has been commonly used to examine processes related to the evaluative 
information  ecology48, acquisition of  morality49, language  learning50, and reinforcement  learning51.

Figure 2.  Illustration of a precision-based judgment process, where the goal is not to select one side over the 
other (as in Fig. 1) but to meet a criterion level of estimation precision.
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Participants were informed that the aliens were considering two possibilities for each issue (i.e., “The aliens 
are building a new power plant that will generate energy from one of two materials—Material A and Material B”) 
and participants were tasked with helping the aliens decide by sampling information about each of the options. 
Participants had access to a button that would generate the relevant information (e.g., “Each unit of Material 
A produces X MORE/LESS units of energy than each unit of Material B”). Each time participants clicked the 
button, the random variable X was drawn from a normal distribution with mean 0, X ∼ N(0, SD) . This meant 
that the true information that participants could sample was normally distributed and (on average) did not favor 
one option over the other. Participants had the freedom to sample as much or as little as they wished before 
responding.

Crucially, participants in the choice condition were asked to choose the option which they thought was bet-
ter (i.e., Material A or B), whereas participants in the estimation condition were asked to assess the degree to 
which one option was better than the other using a sliding scale (Fig. 3) that encouraged participants to view 
the scenario as distinct from a binary choice. The actual choice or estimate that participants made was largely 
unimportant to the analyses we present below—instead, our aim was to evaluate the relative degree of polariza-
tion and extremism between the choice and estimation conditions by comparing patterns of information search 
in each scenario.

Participants in both conditions experienced a total of 80 scenarios: 40 in which the button enabled them 
to sample information from the world (i.e. gathering information using their “equipment” or “tools”) and 40 
in which the button allowed for sampling information from others (i.e. participants could consult with local 
alien experts to obtain relevant information). The scenarios were designed to incorporate a variety of issues that 
differed in terms of their subject matter as well as the degree to which they evoked affective  involvement52,53: 
the 80 questions included 20 affect-poor, 16 affect-rich, 22 politically charged, 8 risky, 10 investment, and 4 
attention-check scenarios. A complete list of the choice scenarios, along with the data and analyses presented 
here, is provided on the Open Science Framework at osf.io/jsb52. Representative examples of scenarios under 
each category are shown in Table 1.

Participants. We recruited a total of 95 Prolific Academic workers for each condition for a total of 180 par-
ticipants. This was composed of two stages of data collection: an initial sample of 40 participants in the choice 
and estimation conditions, assigned to conditions based on when they signed up to participate; and a prereg-
istered replication study that randomly assigned 110 participants to either the choice or estimation condition. 

Figure 3.  The scenarios in both tasks are worded very closely. The key difference lies in the task: after gathering 
information by clicking the button, participants either choose one of two options (left), or estimate how much 
better one option is than the other (right; the scale ranges from − 2.5 to + 2.5 SD of the true information 
distribution).

Table 1.  Representative examples of issues under each category of scenario.

Category Representative example

Affect-rich Pursue gene therapy or immunotherapy to save aliens from a deadly virus

Affect-poor Mining for the mineral Xenon in Location A or B

Politically charged Allowing immigrant aliens into the city or not

Risky Settling in city A or B based on earthquake frequency

Investment Investing in flood prevention infrastructure now or spend money later on flood response
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Our goal was to obtain data from approximately 85 participants in each condition, which is sufficient to identify 
relationships between individual-difference measures when they are present and to support the null hypothesis 
with a Bayes factor of 3 or more (moderate evidence) when there is no relationship between measures. A formal 
power analysis is provided in the supplement.

Ten participants from the choice condition and eleven from the estimation condition were removed because 
they failed attention checks or failed to respond at all on multiple trials. Hence, we retained responses from 85 
individuals in the choice condition and 84 in the estimation condition, very close to our goal of 85 participants 
per condition. Participants in the choice condition were 54 women (30 men, 1 non-binary/other) with a mean age 
of 33.62 (SD = 11.63). For the estimation condition, participants were 45 women (37 men, 2 non-binary/other) 
with an average age of 36.59 (SD = 12.71). All participants indicated that they were from the United States and 
fluent English speakers. Participants were paid $10 per hour for their participation in the experiment.

Our sample size was intended to allow us 80% “power”—in this case, the ability to conclude in favor of the 
null using a Savage-Dickey Bayes factor  analysis54 when there was no relationship between variables in a regres-
sion. Moreover, we collected responses to 80 trials for each participant, which results in approximately 13,500 
data points in total to estimate the effects. Such a large set of data helps make our parameter estimates of both 
group-level and individual-level characteristics robust and reliable. Moreover, most of our analyses involve hier-
archical (mixed effect) Bayesian models, which are typically stricter than classical statistics under uninformative 
 priors55. In the results, we also provide 95% credible/highest density intervals [HDIs] for our point estimates, 
which indicate the 95% posterior most likely estimates of a particular parameter or statistic.

Individual difference analyses. Similar to the re-analysis of the seven empirical studies in the previous 
section, we compared the observed distribution of information collected by participants against the expected 
distribution of an unbiased, representative sample that we would expect from a random sample of information. 
These distributions were compared in two main ways. First, we computed the difference between the distribu-
tions using an information-theoretic metric, the Kullback-Leibler divergence [KLD]. This quantifies the differ-
ence between the expected probability density of samples (a unimodal, normal distribution) and the observed 
density of samples. It is used as our measure of polarization, as it quantifies the degree to which the samples 
gathered by participants diverge from an expected unimodal distribution.

Second, we also quantify the extremeness of the sampled information by evaluating its variance, divided by 
the true variance of the pool of information participants are sampling from (i.e., the variance of a representative 
sample). This allows us to assess the degree to which participants’ sampling strategies led them to draw samples 
that are more (or less) extreme than the true information provided by their environment. Note that this meas-
ure of extremeness is often correlated with, but distinct from, our measure of polarization. As shown in Fig. 4, 
a distribution of information can be highly polarized/bimodal without high variance, and likewise it can have 
high variance without being bimodal or polarized.

Putting it all together, we formally define polarization and extremism in these studies as follows:

• Polarization Polarization is the extent of divergence between the distribution of the information collected 
and the true (expected) information distribution. We operationalize it as the Kullback-Liebler Divergence 
[KLD], which provides a measure of the overall difference between two probability distributions that we can 
use to compare observed and expected information distributions: 

where p(yi) describes the probability density of a standard normal distribution and p(xi) is a nonpara-
metrically estimated probability density, generated using a Gaussian kernel density estimator with optimal 
 bandwidth56, of sampled data. The indices i : N represent each of points on the probability distributions where 
their divergence is calculated.

• Extremism The ratio of the variance of the observed sample to the variance of a representative sample of 
information from that trial—termed variance ratio for the purposes of this study. If the overall variance ratio 
in the condition (i.e., condition-level) is above 1, the information sampled in the condition will be deemed 
extreme.

Both of these metrics can be applied at the level of a trial, participant, or entire condition: We simply evaluate 
the KLD or variance of a single trial relative to the expected distribution on that trial, all trials from a partici-
pant relative to the expected distribution for that participant, or all trials from all participants in a condition, 
respectively. In all cases, we compare the observed to expected distributions conditional on how many samples 
were drawn. This allows us to disentangle the number of samples drawn from the shape of the distribution of 
samples they drew. It also allows us to examine the number of samples as a separate outcome variable. The 
number of samples (the number of clicks on the “draw another sample” button in Fig. 3) served as a simple and 
direct measure of how much information people chose to gather before making their choice or estimate. We also 
measured the length of time participants spent on each trial in seconds, although this data was not analyzed.

For the extremism analysis/variance ratio, we can estimate uncertainty in the variance parameter simply by 
fitting it using Bayesian MCMC sampling methods. However, the KLD is a point estimate and thus does not 
convey uncertainty, making it hard to directly compare across conditions. To estimate a 95% HDI on the KLD 
for decision and estimation tasks, we instead simulated 10,000 artificial data sets with the same characteristics 
(number of trials, number of samples per trial) as the observed data. However, these artificial data sets were 

(1)KLD[p(y)||p(x)] =

∫ N

i
p(yi) logn

p(yi)

p(xi)
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sampled from the true underlying distribution of information from the stimulus, i.e., they did not use the same 
stopping rules as participants. In other words, they did not have any sampling biases that our participants might 
have had. This yielded 10,000 “samples” from the true distribution against which we could compare the observed 
results. We computed the mean difference between observed and expected KLDs by subtracting the mean of the 
KLDs across all 10,000 artificial data sets from the KLD of the observed data set. Then, we constructed the 95% 
HDI on the difference between the observed and expected distribution by computing the 95% highest density 
interval of differences between observed KLD and each of the 10,000 artificial data set KLDs.

At the conclusion of the study, participants completed self-report measures of  dogmatism57 and personal need 
for  structure58 and reported their political ideology and basic demographic information. We included dogmatism 
in our analysis because previous work has connected it to reduced information sampling under  uncertainty59. 
Need for structure was included because need for closure, of which the need for structure appears to be a more 
psychometrically desirable  variant58, has previously been connected to the threshold parameter in dynamic deci-
sion  models60. We report the relationships between all of these individual differences—extremism/variance ratio, 
polarization/KLD, information sampling/number of clicks, dogmatism, and need for structure—in the results.

Results
All the analyses were conducted in  R61,  JASP62, and MATLAB. Data were analyzed with Bayesian estimation 
of the posterior using uninformed priors and hierarchical/mixed models, where appropriate. We implemented 
MCMC sampling in  JAGS63 to generate all statistics of interest (such as variance ratios and correlations). We 
report mean estimates and their corresponding 95%  HDI55. Code for these analyses are provided on the Open 
Science Framework at (osf.io/jsb52), and we expand on their descriptions in the supplementary materials.

Polarization and extremism. We first compared the distributions of information collected by partici-
pants against the distributions we would expect from a random, representative sample across trials. These dis-
tributions can be seen in Fig.  5. The blue histograms represent the distributions of information sampled by 
participants, while the orange line represents the true (standard normal) distribution from which the samples 
were drawn. The difference is immediately striking—as in the re-analyzed studies and the model prediction 
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Figure 4.  Diagram of the measures of polarization (low = left, high = right) and extremism (low = top, high = 
bottom), how different distributions of information might exemplify each of these properties, and how KLD and 
variance ratio (VarRatio) describe/quantify these properties. The dotted black line corresponds to the expected 
distribution, a normal distribution centered at zero, while the blue line corresponds to the observed distribution 
with high or low polarization/extremeness.
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shown in Fig. 1, there is a “dip” in the middle of the distribution of information collected by participants in the 
choice condition. This bimodal distribution of information shows that people are under-representing moderate 
information when sampling.

By comparison, the estimation condition shows little to no substantial deviation from the expected distribu-
tion, indicating that the estimation intervention appears to evoke more representative sampling than the choice 
condition. That is, moderate information was considered equally in making estimations, resulting in a typical 
bell-shaped distribution of information that reflected the true underlying information in the environment.

Our quantitative measure of polarization (KLD) also aligned with these visual observations: the expected 
KLD in the decision condition was approximately 0.12, but the observed KLD was 1.00 ( Mdiff  = 0.88, 95% HDI = 
[0.80, 0.95]). The expected KLD in the estimation condition was approximately 0.12, whereas the observed KLD 
was 0.52 ( Mdiff  = 0.40, 95% HDI = [0.32, 0.47]). Thus, the deviation from the true distribution—and thus the 
amount of polarization, as defined by KLD—was more than twice as large in the decision condition compared to 
the estimation condition. KLD scores in the estimation condition were on average .26 standard deviations lower 
(95% HDI = [−0.30,−0.23] than KLD scores in the choice condition, corresponding to a medium-sized  effect64. 
A model comparison revealed that the regression yielded extremely strong support for inclusion of condition as 
a factor predicting KLD ( log(BF) = 358.30 ) (Note that we report natural log Bayes factors here and elsewhere 
in the text, as often the Bayes factors on raw odds scales are approach infinite values. A Bayes factor of 30 on a 
raw scale ( +3.40 on a natural log scale) indicates extremely strong support for an effect/inclusion of a model 
parameter, while a Bayes factor of 1/30 on a raw scale ( −3.40 on a natural log scale) indicates strong evidence 
against an effect/inclusion of a model  parameter65,66

Turning to extremism metrics, we found the condition-level variance ratio for the choice condition to be 
M = 1.18 (95% HDI = [1.11, 1.27]), where a value of 1.00 indicates that the observed sample is equally as extreme 
as a representative sample. Conversely, in the estimation condition, the variance ratio was centered right around 
the expected variance, M = 1.01 (95% HDI = [0.96, 1.09]). These HDIs are entirely non-overlapping, meaning 
that we can be very confident that the variance in the choice condition is higher than the variance in the estima-
tion condition, signaling that the estimation task reduced the extremeness of information participants gathered.

We also evaluated patterns of extremeness by calculating correlations between the variance of samples people 
collected with the total number of times they chose to sample information (i.e., number of clicks). The extreme-
ness of information participants collected was credibly correlated with the number of times people sampled 
information in each trial, both in the choice condition (r = – 0.44; HDI = [−0.47,−0.41] ; ln(BF) = 296.16), as well 
as in the estimation condition (r = – 0.48; HDI = [−0.51,−0.46] ; ln(BF) = 397.94). That is to say, the more people 
sampled extreme information, the fewer times they clicked to receive new information within both conditions. 
The amount (or lack of) of information collected is therefore predictive of extremism above and beyond choice-
based polarization, suggesting that manipulations increasing information sampling are likely to be effective in 
both choice and estimation tasks.

Information search across conditions. We hypothesized that one of the reasons for extremism and 
polarization is that some participants tend to gather less information than others (lower thresholds), and less 
information typically leads to more volatile/extreme samples of evidence. It is possible that the choice/estimation 
manipulation, or the question types, led participants to seek out more or less information. This can be examined 
by looking at the number of pieces of information that participants collected in each condition, quantified as the 
number of times they clicked on the button to sample more information before making their choice or estimate. 
A comparison between the different question types, as well as between choice and estimation conditions, on the 
number of pieces of information sampled is shown in Fig. 6.

To formally quantify whether sampling differed between choice and estimation conditions, we examined 
the number of samples that participants gathered in each condition. We ran a Bayesian Linear Regression in 

Figure 5.  Distribution of information collected by participants (blue histogram) in the choice (left) and 
estimation (right) conditions, compared against the expected distribution that would result from unbiased, 
representative sampling (orange line).
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 JASP62 with default/standard  priors67,68, which provided strong evidence that condition should be included as 
a predictor of the number of clicks ( ln(BF) = 13.12 ). In the estimation condition, number of clicks increased 
on average by 0.32 clicks relative to the choice condition (95% HDI = [0.21, 0.44]). Therefore, part of the way 
that the estimation condition reduces extremism is by encouraging participants to seek out more information, 
resulting in more informed judgments.

Similarly, a greater number of clicks led to less polarization, reducing the KLD by an average of 0.06 standard 
deviations per click in the choice condition (95% HDI = [−0.07,−0.05] ; ln(BF) = 125.29 ) and by an average of 
0.09 standard deviations per click in the estimation condition (95% HDI = [−0.09,−0.08] , ln(BF) = 284.67 ). 
Gathering more information is a clear-cut strategy for reducing both polarization and extremism, which is why 
the increase in information search in the estimation condition was so effective at reducing both effects.

To examine whether the type of inference domain affected sampling behavior, we tested whether condition-
level manipulations impacted information sampling by looking at the effect of question type (affect poor, affect 
rich, etc) on number of clicks. We ran a Bayesian ANOVA in  JASP62,69 which indicated that question type had no 
effect on number of clicks ( BF(H0 > H1) = 270.66, indicating strong support for the null hypothesis). There were 
also no substantial differences on question type in predicting individual-level KLDs ( BF(H0 > H1) = 1237.94, 
indicating strong support for the null hypothesis) so we do not examine question type further.

Individual differences. In addition to the differences between conditions, we hypothesized that informa-
tion search and polarization/extremism should be predicted by personality factors like dogmatism (DOG) and 
personal need for structure (PNS), which is comprised of the desire for structure (DFS) and reaction to lack of 
structure (RLS). As summarized in Table 2, the model predicting information search indicated a negative effect 
of dogmatism, positive effect of the personal need for structure—desire for structure subscale, and negative 
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Figure 6.  Mean number of samples drawn (error bars indicate standard error) for each question type in the 
choice (blue) and estimation (yellow) condition.

Table 2.  Estimates of the effects of Dogmatism, Personal Need for Structure Reaction to Lack of Structure 
subscale (PNS-RLS), and Personal Need for Structure Desire for Structure subscale (PNS-DFS) on polarization 
(K-L divergence, bottom) and information search (number of clicks on the sampling button on each trial, top).

Term Estimate SE 95% HDI

Information sampling

Intercept 4.14 0.23 [3.70, 4.60]

Dogmatism − 0.01 0.00 [− 0.01, − 0.00]

PNS-DFS − 0.14 0.01 [− 0.16, − 0.12]

PNS-RLS 0.23 0.01 [0.20, 0.26]

Polarization

Intercept 47.22 2.90 [41.43, 52.99]

Dogmatism − 0.09 0.05 [− 0.18, − 0.00]

PNS-DFS 0.55 0.26 [0.04, 1.08]

PNS-RLS − 0.70 0.36 [− 1.42, − 0.01]
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effect of the reaction to lack of structure subscale. This aligns with recent findings showing that dogmatism is 
related to decreased information search under  uncertainty27,59. Interestingly, the sub-scales of Personal Need for 
Structure predicted information search in opposite directions. It appears that a desire for structure leads par-
ticipants to search for less information, perhaps because making a quick decision satisfies the desire to resolve 
uncertainty and reach a conclusion, while the discomfort associated with having ill-informed views based on 
little evidence (reaction to lack of structure) drives people to sample more.

These individual differences also predicted individual-level polarization. This was tested by again using a 
Bayesian linear regression to assess the credibility of individual differences as predictors of participant-level 
(standardized) KLD. As with information search, the regression suggested that all three measures predicted 
KLD: dogmatism led to decreased polarization, desire for structure led to greater polarization , and reaction to 
lack of structure led to less polarization.

The KLD results are particularly noteworthy because dogmatism predicts behavior in the opposite direction 
than we expected: Greater dogmatism predicted less polarization in resulting sampling behavior (lower KLD), 
while the PNS scales align with the information search results. So while dogmatism results in reduced informa-
tion search, this reduction in information sampling does not translate directly to less representative views. One 
possibility is that highly dogmatic individuals hit a “sampling floor” and sampled only one piece of information 
before deciding. This would result in a low KLD, because lone samples will not favor extreme information more 
than moderate information and will, in fact, constitute representative simple random samples. By setting very 
low thresholds, dogmatic individuals therefore shift back toward a representative sample. As a result, they are 
ill-informed but no more polarized than a random sample of information from the environment would expect.

Discussion
Our studies illustrate that regardless of the domain—spanning perceptual choices about dots or colors, preferen-
tial choices about food or posters (as revealed in the reanalysis of seven existing studies), neutral social policies, 
or politically and affectively charged decisions (as revealed in the empirical studies reported here)—the process 
of decision making generates polarization and extremism during the information sampling process. These were 
scenarios where there was no social interaction among participants, and where there should be little motivation 
to engage in biased information processing. While a tremendous volume of work has gone into understanding 
motivated  reasoning70, communication dynamics and social  networks21,28,29, and the social forces that shape 
and exacerbate  polarization31,32,71,72, it has focused less on individual-level information search mechanisms that 
might create polarization before beliefs impacted by social influence. Our work suggests that the root causes 
of polarization may be even deeper than previously thought, arising from completely rational, individual-level 
decision strategies.

As we show, polarized and extreme individuals may be those who are merely reacting rationally to choice 
incentives, and are not necessarily intentionally malicious actors. Based on the model simulations, we should 
expect that extremists will show up most frequently when there is time pressure to make choices and when 
decision makers begin the choice process with a biased position. Nevertheless, rational decision making pro-
cesses—resulting from dual pressures on decision quality and time—will create polarized groups of decision 
makers and generate a subset of uninformed individuals who hold extreme views.

A major concern regarding these extremists is the degree of influence that they can carry in cultural discourse 
and the formation of public opinion. Decision makers with small, extreme samples of information are still confi-
dent in their  views73,74, possibly due to a belief in the “law of small numbers” where people think even very small 
samples will possess the same statistical properties as large  samples75. This suggests that extremists will have 
strong convictions and be willing to spread their views, despite the information they have gathered possessing 
relatively poor reliability. This is exacerbated by several other established phenomena. First, those with the most 
extreme positions carry a disproportionately greater sway over group discourse because their outlying beliefs 
are more robust to change and can thus “pull” other people toward  them76. Second, extremists will be the first to 
share the information they have—by virtue of taking less time to make decisions, they are free to share their views 
before those who have taken more time and carefully constructed their beliefs with large samples of information. 
Extremists will therefore be the first to influence their peers via word of mouth and social  networks77, provide 
reviews of new products that influence many subsequent buyer  decisions78, and spread hateful views that carry 
quickly through social  networks79. Social media algorithms base recommendations on early posters, meaning 
that their “hot takes” will carry greater weight in determining subsequent users’ views and activity as  well77,80.

As a result, we arrive at a scenario where the least-informed (fewest samples of information), most dogmatic, 
and most impatient (lowest-threshold) individuals in a population will have the greatest influence on public 
opinion. The high profile of extremists can explain why perceived political polarization is exaggerated–people 
tend to think that the political left and right in the US are far more polarized than they  are81.

Alleviating polarization and extremism. The estimation incentives we examined in the new study 
suggest that polarization and extremism can be reduced at the outset by changing the optimal sampling strat-
egy. Simply asking people to give their best estimate of the difference between options, as opposed to deciding 
between them, drives a more natural information sampling approach that reduces polarization and extremism 
while promoting greater information search. Successful implementation of this type of intervention provides 
avenues for reducing the divides between groups of people, and potentially can be brought to bear in designing 
simple interventions or judgment architectures to reduce these social  problems82.

In the political sphere, our results suggest that binary or multiple-choice voting—requiring voters to decide 
in favor of only Candidate A or Candidate B (or C, D, E, etc)—may be partly responsible for the current state 
of political polarization. Fortunately, the estimation results suggest a remedy for this particular component of 
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polarization. Specifically, it may be possible to alleviate political polarization through approaches like cardinal 
 voting83, which incentivizes precise ratings (estimation) as opposed to forcing voters to select one option over 
another. Based on our estimation results, there is reason to hope that this could encourage greater information 
search among voters as well as more representative sampling. Certainly future work ought to evaluate the prac-
ticality and efficacy of different voting interventions like these that could reduce polarization on social issues.

An intriguing possibility that is raised by this work is that many types of information search may yield 
polarized samples. This may apply beyond literal information search—as we presented here—into domains like 
information search from memory, which is thought to leverage analogous mechanisms to external information 
 search38,84. If search through memory is terminated using the same rules as diffusion or random walk models, 
then a person’s judgment goals at the time of measurement (when they are asked to make a choice or estimate) 
may determine what information they consider. Similarly, it may be possible to override samples of biased 
information that have been collected by changing the communication process. Asking a polarized individual to 
share information to someone who’s goal it is to estimate may incentivize sharing of representative information 
from memory. It may therefore be possible to alleviate polarization and extremism by manipulating inference 
and communication goals in more applied situations like the ballot box, boardroom, or social media feed. To the 
extent that the interventions we design here are useful for manipulating information search in these domains, 
they are promising for reducing polarization and extremism.

Conclusions. In a decision scenario that incentivizes a trade-off between time and decision quality, rational 
decision makers will sample more polarized and extreme information than their environment naturally pro-
vides. However, we have also identified a potential solution that is as simple as changing decision goals: Polariza-
tion and extremism disappear when people are asked to estimate some relative quantity or preferability instead 
of choosing between options. This approach to making inferences encourages information search while simul-
taneously reducing the biases inherent to decision-making. Mathematical models, simulations, re-analysis of 
data from seven empirical studies, as well as results from a new experiment point to the advantages of estimation 
tasks over choice/decision tasks if one wants to reduce polarization and extremism. Future work will determine 
how widely and effectively this type of intervention can be implemented to reduce polarization and extremism 
outside the laboratory, but we hope that this work sheds light on one route to responsibly construct inference 
environments to create more common ground that brings people together instead of driving them apart.
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